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It's wu, and we are the enemy. 
Strategically speaking, in the "war on 

drugs" traditional tactics of engagement just 
won't work on this particular battlefield, and 
H's best not lo think of the armed legions on 
their seek and destroy mission as our 
enemy, per se, but rather as basically 
normal people just doing their jobs. 

For decades many In the psychedelic 
community have been successfully holding 
their own against the massive forces intent

on stamping out the use of drugs. We 
guerillas hunker down, keep low proOle and 
exercise discretion when altering conscious
ness. One thing alw.iys seemed comfortably 
certain: eventually the voice of reason would 
prevail and the preciousness of psychedelics 
would be afftrmed by the culture al large. 

Twenty years ago ii seemed Inevitable 
that the value of expanding awAreness, by 
whatever means, would be recognized, and 
psychedelics would be embraced and added 
to the many technologies for helping 
humanity continue evolving lo ever higher 
consciousness, a noble endeavor if there 
ever was one. 

Yet lime passes and lillle changes. What 
to do? Direct confrontation is likely to fail, as 
the lessons of the nascent psychedelic 
movement should tell. Although br.ive, the 
early advocates for psychedelics were naive 
and caused as much fear and hostility as 
they inspired enthusiasm for LSD, psilocy
bin, DMT and other tools they promoted. But 
keeping psychedelics in the closet for 
personal use only seems selfish. 

It's encouraging when a Nobel-Prize
league scientist such as Kerry Mullis de
clares that he has never slopped taking 
"acid" since he was a student al Berkeley. 
Oespile the attention Mullis has attr.i.cted, 
his example disproves the assumption that 
psychedelics, especially when used continu
ously over lime, will fry your br.i.ins. 

Trippers coming out of the closet can 
aid in setting a reasoned lone in the 
campaign to delink psychedelics from other 
drugs. 

Although reason must prevail, it might 
take many more decades. One thing the 
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psychedelic community could do to speed 
up the process is to apply a str.i.tegy focused 
on the drug war's rank and file foot soldlers 
(narcs), prison administrators and guards, 
the DEA command, and prosecutors 
nationwide, all who who depend on this war 
to put bread and butter on the table. These 
working stiffs need their jobs, however 
reprehensible, to feed and house themselves 
and their families. 

After any armistice, massive layoffs 
would follow on both sides. Whal does a narc 
pul on his resume to apply for work when he 
no longer is needed to go undercover? I 
don't know, but until we find other, more 
useful Las ks for these people to do, the 
soldiers and officers in the WM on drugs will 
fight to keep their jobs just as hard as they 
Ira.Ille the "drug menace." 

-Fred Smith 

If you would like to submit an article 
or some artwork/or publishing consider
atio11, please query our Managing Bdttor, 
James Kent, at: 

95610th Ave E. #102 

Seattle, WA 98102

jke11t@jke11t.sea11el.com 

Please have some familiarity with the 
magazine a11d the types of articles we run.

We are always l.ookingfor celebri1J1 

i-nleroieuis ( related lo expansion of 

co1,scious11ess), 11eu1 research a11d experi
mentation, psychedelic philosophy (as 
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and techno-rave related i11formalio11, and 
generally off-the wall stuff that will never 
be published a,�ywbere else. Although we 

may edit submissi01isfor clarity and 
accuracy. we do ,wt censor. 

Articles must be typed & double 
spaced. ArtUJOrk & photos - do not send 
originals please. Photocopies are fine. No 
submission will be relumed without a 
SASE 
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Roberl Zanger: Jan, why don't you tell our 

readers a little about yourself, your background and 

history ... 

Jan Seather: Well, l was bom about a year after the 

discovery of LSD, but of course didn't know anything 

about it until many years later. I started out a fairly 

early career playing with clay on my bedroom floor 

and making toys and ending up being more inler-

ested in the making of the toys than playing with 

them. After I did that for severaJ years I st,µ-ted to 



get the sense that this wu the core of my life. This 
W88 the central nerve of my existence, and by the time 
I was ten I pretty much knew that I W88 going be 
!!Omething to do with this. 

1 didn't really know very much about art, but I 
started to form this secret opinion that I w8!1 not going 
to be what my father wanted me to be, although I
waited until I was 19 to tell him. And I started 
painting, as well, in my early teens. When I w8!1 l9, I 
saw a portrait of Rembrandt in an art book that I got 
for Christmas. Just a tiny picture, but I was completely 
bowled-over by the ontological presence in this little 
picture, and it became instantaneously apparent to me 
that it was necessary to pursue the understanding of 
how in the world it could be possible to create life in 
this way, in this fashion, on a two-dimensional plane 
with paint. So, after that I pursued a typical career 
through art schools and so on, went to the Art Academy 
in Norway, and arrived in the United States in 1974. 

About ten years after that, l had my first introduc
tion to psychedelic substances and found fairly 
quickly that these exp

eriences corresponded with 
mystical experiences that I knew from before. So my 
take on psychedelic art would be that, a& far as I'm 
concerned, the core of the psychedelic experience ie 
not so much reflected in the kind of optical phantae
magori a of colors and shapes, which eeeme to have 
more to do with the early et.ages of any journey, 
(although I can't say that I have this visual panoply 80 
much myself under those circumstances). But, rather, 
it has lo do with some deep inner ont.olugical reorien
talion or reorgani�ng, and thi11 corresponds with the 
mystical traditions and with that experience that I had 
from the Rembrandt. 

RZ1 How would you characteri:re your own artistic 
expressions? 

JS: I guess, as a consequence of following my 
enamoredness with this portrait by Rembrandt, I 
became drawn into a kind of opposition to the art 
echools that I went to. Because, when I went to art 
11ehool, you had the third generation Modernists as 
professors and they were the victorious generation of 
that· revolution. And now, here comes a bunch of young 
kids of my own age - there we.re about five or six of us 
in Oslo, Norway in the middle 60's - and we kind of 
threw all that out and said, "What about the old 
masters?" We want to learn something about them, 
and our professors answered with things like, "'Ibey 
were great guys, but now we paint like Cezanne," 

I found myself in opposition to Modernism, 
although I liked some of it myself. I was in intense 
opposition to its ridiculous repetition of the academic 
issue that enforced a revolution - being told by those 
.-ho became free a decade ago that you are now going 

lo become free on the same conditions that they 
became free. Well, this seemed 80 ludicrous that we 
launched heroically into our own revolution and fought 

this tendency with all our mighL 
In the process of considering and thinking about 

al) that. I came to feel very deeply that the human 
imagination is populated with our own image or the 
images of ourselves. You can't really have a non
figurative, abstract art going on forever and ever. 
Somehow, abstraction is an aesthetic crowning of a 
long tradition of rdinemenL As long 811 it rides on that 
and lifts itself up to that level, it can be appreciated, 
but when that refinement goes away, you get a crude 
form of art that's basically just ugly and a kind of 
celebration of rage. 

You can have non-figurative art for a while and 
you can learn from it. You can project into it. But, if 
your ability to image these realms within yourself is 
not there, you end up in the end with nothing to project 
onto these abstract images. You've got to cultivate an 
imagination that is populated with human beings, 
otherwise, you end up with no imagination at all; or, a 
kind offlap�oodle imagination where, "Oh look, I see 
a frog in there." Well fuck, who cares? I mean, that's a 
very different thing than, say, TM BirthofVe,w.s. 

So, I started to feel that I was being drawn into a 
need to come to terms with my own imagination as the 
source of painting. In doing that, I ended up trying to 
create a kind of moment that the viewer comes upon 
that is, for all extents and purpoeea, highly recogniz
able. I will recogni:ze everything, except I will start to 
think that there's something in this moment that is 
unusual. That Pve stepped into a moment in time where 
I wliSn't supposed lo be. I've stepped into a priv111:.-y that 
goes beyond what I would ordinarily !idmil myself lo be 
confronted with. That sort of thing. A kind of a magical 
realism, where the moment is charged with something 
that is at the same time both quiet and threatening. 
That's sort of what rm trying to do at this poinL That's 
what I'm engaged with. 

RZ1 Where do you think modem art is headed? 

JS1 Well, whats happening in the field of art today, we 
call post-modernism. Nobody really knows what that 
means, but it certainly means that modernism is over as 
such. I think that we are looking ala phenomenon that 
Terence McKenna has described in his notion of the 
end of history. I understand that to be not the end of 
time - you have to differentiate here between time and 
history. History is kind of an expectation, a redemptive 
expectation in time that the Western world has 
cultivated for a couple thousand years, and that, in fact, 
we're kind of running out of steam in this vision, and 
that what we're seeing now is a cootinuity or a 
seamless presence of quantum physics on the one liad 
and shamanic things on the other. Aboriginal myths are 
being written down today as we step onto the moon or 
are planning to go to Mars. There's all of a sudden this 
act of contiguity, and the linearity of history seems to 
run out into the sand. 

I think that the arts and other creative endeavors 
Opposite Pago: Image of Jan Saeth« 
talun from photo by O,o Ja111>. 199}. 
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are about lo discover this bridge that would 
put us back in touch with the earlier civiliza
tions where psychedelic substances - and, if 
not 11bs1ances, certainly an attitude that had 
come out of the psychedelic experience 
reigned. l think this was probably the case in 
India, in Greece and in Egypt. We know it was 
in South America and Middle America. I think 
we have llUderesti mated the exlnlordinary 
pec11liarity that early man must have experi
enced in finding certain substances in nature 
that imbued him with expanded conscious
ness. In so doing, he would have probably 
started to explain reality more in the context 
of those supernatural experiences than the 
daily experiences. This is what arl always 
docs. It always tries lo reach beyond these 
experiences into something more subtle and 
profound and pushes the envelope into other 
realms like that. 1 tJ1ink this is what we must 
do now. We must contribute to this end of 
history, or the historical expectation, and try 
to simply live in this world in its time 
without these kind of maneuverings that 
historical speculations lead to. I think that 
they are of a fairly pernicious character and 
that the balance for them is the artistic, 
shamanic experience on an inteUigcnt level 
in congn1ence witJ1 a scientific allitude as 
welJ as a poetic attitude. 

RZ: 1 think it's Terence McKenna who says 
that you see more art in the psychedelic Dash 
- during a psychedelic experience - than in the 
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entire history of 10,000 yea.rs of artwork. 
What can that mean for the future? 

JS: This becomes an issue of education - the 
way that education is central to any real 
cult11re, Egyptian or modern. It's not just 
enough lo douse a lot of psychedelics onto 
the situation because the issue of integration. 
How do you integrate these things? What is 
it that human beings must do to integrate 
themselves? It can be very useful to have 1J1e 
psychedelic experience, but I think that the 
experience of integration is more important, 
ultimately, than the psychedelic phenom
enon. It's got to lead towards this kind of 
integration of inner and outer, strange and 
known, etcetera. An art form that shrinks 
back from involving itself with these 
substances and these experiences can't 
really respond lo what our reality has 
become. 

RZ: How wouJd you say that the psychedelic 
experience has influenced your own art? 

JS: WeU, quite frankly, I don't think tJ1at 
one gets influenced by the psychedelic 
experience. I think one completely goes to 
pieces in the psychedelic experience. One 
has to find new ground undenieatJ1 one's £eel 
after such an experience. So, it's not like 
adding conditors, you 1010w, stulJ on top of 
the cake - twist it a little bit this way or that 
way. [t's a complete and total rearrangement 
of everytl1ing you ever thought you were. The 

realization of the fundamental need lo move 
towards play rather than kind of stn1ggling 
along with some kind of craftsman's attitude 
which is a dry and sober approach to art . 

. I think that what the psychedelic 
experience did for me was this opening up 
towards the realization that there could be a 
type of liberty - a type of freedom - that 
would resemble tl1e discovery of game rules, 
which is essentially what play is. Play is 
antecedent to game. You play to discover th.e 
rules of the game. Now. once you've got a 
game, you're no longer playing, you know? 
Now, you're gaming. You're agreeing with 
other people about the rules of a game, but 
the playing is prior to that. And, l think that 
realm becanie amplified for me by psyche
delics and showed itself as being absolutely 
essential to any further exploration of what 
creati vi l y really is. 

RZ: These days, when children are thinking 
about which ways to pursue their careers, 
our government and culture seems to always 
s�s the importance of science and 
technology. Do you feel an important need in 
our culture to reinstate the value of the artist 
in society? 

JS: WeU, I probably wouldn't be w1 artist if l 
didn't think that was the case. But, fusl of 
all, I think we need to recognize, without any 
sentimentality, that the civilization we live in 
is already bankrupt. I think it was bankrupt 
some 15 to 20 years ago, and that it is just 
the nature of the hardware, as such, that it 
still hasn't collapsed. But the psyche has 
collapsed. [nsidc of the hardww-e of technol
ogy and culture the psyche is collapsing and 
has collapsed, and it's just a question of time 
before these manifestations wilJ be even 
worse than they are now. AlJ the crimes, all 
the people running into McDonald's and 
randomly shooting people, these are new 
symptoms. These things didn't happen like 
that in the 30's. There were wars and global 
economic crisis then too, but it did not lead 
to these kinds of things. This new phenom
enon has lo do with a general bankruptcy of 
Western thought. 

RZ: Lack of spirituality? 

JS: Yes, a lack of spirituality. An erecting of 
the imagination as the enemy of science. 
This is absolutely ludicrous. There's no great 
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scientist who's ever fostered such an idea, 

but the technocrats love this kind of notion 
because it puts them in charge and turns the 
issue around so tJ1at it looks like the outcome 
of these processes is what is important, not 
what inspires them. 

lf you're going to gel back in touch with 
what inspires them, we need to look to art 
because that is the model. In art we see tJ1e 
activity of these tJtings practiced. It's like the 
zeo of art is the showing fotth of what these 
processes are iu as clear a form as possible, 
and they're not utilitarian because their only 
role is to show this process. You can't sell the 
process, but Modernist economics has led lo 
us thinking that art objects are something that 
you own and they're something you put in 
museums, and so on. But, if you go to the 
diruies of Kandinsky ruid the Modernists, 
they're all talking about process. They're all 
talking about the similarity of the process of 
painting to the process of alchemy, to the 
process of mysticism, to the process of 
Kabalah, whatever. These are the tJ1oughts of 
the artists themselves. They know that these 
are practices that simply try to show how 
these things move. How things move &om ilie 
inner lo the outer and return again with 
respect for the source. That's what we must 
deal with. Whether we deal with it through 
religion, or we call it art or philosophy. These 
are t11e processes that we must approach and 
apply ourselves to. 

RZ: Some time ago, Robert Zanger, former 
president of the Albert Hofmann Folmdation, 
joined with you in an endeavor to create a 
bust - a sculptural representation of Albert 
Hofmann. Could you tell us a little about how 
this all got started? 

JS: First, I have known Robert Zanger for a 
number of years. He knew me as a painter 
and he knew that J had shared a studio wiili 
some sculptors in Venice. So, when I ran into 
him again he inquired about these sculptors, 
and T thought it a providence to assert that I, 
in fact, was also a sculptor and that he might 
have forgotten that. But 1 wasn't going let !um 
continue to forget that, because the moment 
he mentioned tJ1e idea for a bust of Albert 
Hofmann, I knew I wanted lo do this project. 

Before T took LSD I saw Hofmann al a 
symposium at the Scottish Rite Temple here 
in Los Angeles, and he talked about the 
notion of a sender and a receiver as a 

metaphor that he had come to regarding tJ1e 
natltre of consciousness. And I was very 
struck by that. Tt corresponded lo a lot of 
things that I had seen and experienced 
within ilie realm of mysticism and artistic 
creativity. There is sometJung very peculiar 
about reality and consciousness. You look out 
into the tlniverse, you look into a microscope. 
You move out of yourself, essentially, into all 
kinds of experiences, but ultimately all of 
those experiences are contained and held by 
your conscio11sness. And therefore, in some 
ways, the distant star really exists inside your 
own mind, ruid although the star is sending 
the light, you're receiving this star, but 
somehow you become aware that you might 
also in some peculiar way be sending tJ1e 
star. That you are the star. It's hard to grasp 
tJiis peculiar thing that happens, but, in the 
end, the sender and the receiver are like the 
in and out breath of tJ1e same reality. It's 
really occurring all the time. 

RZ: The TAO of consciousness? 

JS: Yes, the TAO of conscious
ness. It's the emptiness of the 
Buddhists. It's the fullness of 
Gnostics. It's the stone in tJ1e 
elixir of the alchemists, ruid so 
on. I think that the psychedelic 
experience is very hard to 
verbalize if you haven't 
experienced it yourself. I 
suppose, if one �ere a poet, one 
could put some kind of 
essential clarity to this issue, 
but there really isn't anything 
existing outside of conscious
ness. That's sort of the bottom 
line. So that was my draw to 
become pru1 of the project. I 
wanted to respond to that by 
making a beautiful ru1d alive 
expression of Albert Hofmann 
as another bronze figure 
dialoging with bronze figu1·es of 
Mozart by Rodin, or Legelon, 
Ibsen, or whatever. That it 
would have some depth and 
density, tJ1al dialogue with tJ1al 
tradition. 

RZ: In preparing this sculp
ture, many things probably 
crossed your mind about how lo 

approach the actual form in order lo leave 
some type of eternal monument - lo display 
tJ1e man in his best light. 

JS: Well, following on what I just said, ilie 
peculiar thing about a sculpture is that it's 
primarily fonn. Before it's anything else, it's 
form, whereas perhaps one would say tJ1al, 
in issues o( mysticism or consciousness, 
tJ1ere is an emanation from consciousness 
towards form. But, in a sculpture, it's form 
fit-st and then some essence emanates from 
Lhe form. That's a funny tJ1ing. We are 
ourselves Ii ke tJ1at lo each other. I look at 
you and I see all of you. I see you as a 
whole. I don't see myself whole. f don't have 
a head, that particular paracLigm. We don't 
experience ourselves that way, but, when we 
deal with art we experience ourselves 
through this peculiar thing that comes out 
towards us through the fonn. So, the 
manipulation of the form is very 



"When I work on something I end up in a kind of a trance .... the dimensions of reality change." 

imporl8J1l in sculpture. The architectonics uf 
it becomes the carrier of the subtlety. Su. if 
you're sloppy with it, you might create 
moods SJld sensations, hut the peculiar thing 
about capluri ng the essence of personality is 
that it seems Lo work best when the fon11 is 
archelectonically congruent with Lhe real 
head. In other words, 11 kind of preeisio11 
regarding the form. 

RZ: What are we celebrating in creating 

sue h an artwork? 

JS: Well three things. First, "e an· 
honoring Albert Hofmann as a great scientsl, 
and secondly, we are celbrating the discov
ery of LSD - the most powerful psychoac
tive substance known to humanity- its 
polential as a research tool, as a11 nid 111 
psychotherapy and as 1111 inducer of 111ys1i,,al 
expereince. But thirdly SJ1d, most impor
landy, I think, in celebrating the discovery 
of LSD we're really celebrating ourselves, 
because these discoveries have led lu thF 
moppingof hunl8Jl consciousnPss 111 a way 
that was nol possible hefore. We havP had a 
number of greal scientists using this Luo) tu 

explore the full breadth of what the h11111a11 
being is. We have uncovered parts of 
ourselves that are normally hiddt>t1 nn<l this 
is of im11111ens,: i111p11r1>111cf'. Fifty v,·nr� i,: 
1101 much time in the hii.tury' 11f11ew rdr-as 
coming i nlO expression. ln history, we see 
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that it oftt'n takes a ce11tury and a half 
before thi11gs reaUy rome into ma11ifes10-
tio11. l havf' 110 doubt 1h01 111 the longer rw,, 
lite discov,-ry of these substances wi U have 
a much more ce11tral role 111 thP way we view 

ourselves than WI' can see now. 

RZ: What were y11u tryi 11g lo represent i 11 
this piece'? 

JS: ln creating u trn<litional sculpture nf 

Albert llofmann -a bust-one is dealing 
with o 1ratlitirn1 1h01 you see represe11IPd in 
Europ,. srncf' tlw Hu111a11s; tJ,,. bust of the 
"great ma11", tlw installing in the halls of 
fame of the image uf 1l1P important 111w1. 
Well, this 1s not e11tirely trite hecausP 111 
doing that we urr· prespnri ng the i 111�e of 
lht' human hei ng wl111 lros achieved somc-
1 hi ng extrndurdi11ary. Wt' mak,• furnurst>hes 
u lnmrliar 1111agP i.11 tlrnt p,;rhaps one nnli ces
s11111e uniquPess .. nr,P lo 1l, surn,·spark 111 
that hu111(ll1Lei11g tha1 111akes that inJi,idual
difTerent frm11 others.

Rurna11 husli, werP superbly weU JonP in 
thnt fosh11111. lf }"II tak,. a hru111l 1111111, a 111a11 
who had vaul,·11t nss11ciatio11s wi1h history, 
you ca11 SN' lhat relt>lcled 111 thP facP. 'with 
111e11 LikeJ\U,erl llnf111a1111,Aldou� Huxley, 
Alhcrt F.i1H,lPi11 or other gPniuses, we get to 
p:rrli(·i pall· i 11 ,.,.,,nPlhi 11g subll,· if w,- train 
uur,-,-.lvPs '" it, lwn,use rl rs lhNP in 11,eir 
µrese111.:r•, nrrd it 1s the nrtist's rule lo try to 

capture that and bri 11g out this subtle 
essence. 

RZ: You talked about attempting lo render 
two aspects of Dr. Hof111an11 and two aspects 
of the humair silu11Lion in this piece. 

JS: While I was wurki11g 011 this piece, it 

became apparent lo me from looking at 
Dr.I l ofmann -seei 11g hi rn as an old man -

that there was this quintessential thing that 
he lrad distilled throughout his life that was 
youthful and vi LAI that shone out of this old 
and sort of decaying face. The mSJ1 was 
eighty years old in his pictures, and all of 
sudden it became apparent to me that this 

was tlw sulutio11 lo grasping him. To have 

difTerenliate<l lhe simultaneous presence of 
him /\.San ugi11g lllllll with nesh Lhal is 110 

longer piastre and rs collapsing with 
wri nk lcs a11d all of that, and yet, showing 
through that, somehow, a11 eternal spirit, a 
youtlrful glirmmir or AppoLian smile, an 
open11ess lo h>olhcr dimensions. This 
juxt11positi1111 of lht> youthful and the eternal 

with t11e agi 11g a11d dyi 11g was such a paradox 
that I wai1tt>cl the sculpture to be an expres
sion of Lhal. 

\Vhe11 I work 011 sometJ1i11g, I end up in a 
kind of a tru11t;e. I clnn 't really know what's 
goi11g on whf'n 1'111 worki11g-when things go 

weU. I t's like the dimensio11s of reality chMge, 
somewhat in correspondence with what 
happm1s 011 psychedelics, only in a much 
mi ldt>r form. ·nw body sensations are 1101 as 
i11te11H· as llrP)' arP 011 ps)cl1oucti vc sub
slruwn,, hut i l is a psydrnacl1 ve stale. It's M 
altned stale that you are in when these thmgs 
are lwppcning. So, one thing in creating the 
esSPnce of the n1UJ1 has to do wi t11 gelling your 
fi11gerb to •·nme into contact with his featttres; 

hPru111i11g ""familiar with those features that 
they hPcr,111,. a part l•f }"urself.111f' making cl 
this head is 1111w a pArl of me in the sense that 
any r,<11nt mt Utal sculpture is infimtely well 
k11ow11 Lo 111P. If I come back to ii after many 
yPan,. lookrrrg at ii or tour.hrng it wilJ trigger 
ele11v;11ts11f1lw l'XpP.riencc I had when ( did it. 
h w1 U l,ri ng i l Lack. 

I feel like I know hi111 intimately from 
havi11gdn11f' this - 1101just the form - in terms of
em·li part, l,111111 terrr1511f tlwsp1rit that 
em1111tJ1alt>8 frrn11 Iii 111, I f,.el like I know him 
i111i1110IPI). 
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world's leading ethnobotanists in this study 
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plants.· Dr. Mark Plotkin 
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tion, preparation, and consumption of the 
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